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Photovoltaic and physical characteristics of screen-printed monocrystalline silicon solar cells (SPMSCs) were presented with
electroplated copper (EPC) as the rear contact. The boron back surface ﬁeld (B-BSF) formed by spin-on doping and laser
doping (LD) was prepared as a seed layer for the EPC. The LD parameters, including the laser focus, laser power, laser speed,
and laser line pitch, were investigated. Moreover, the eﬀects of KOH etching on the surface properties after the LD process were
explored. Furthermore, to enhance the adhesion between the B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer, a laser pinhole process
was proposed. Finally, the EPC processes with various electroplating times were addressed. The results revealed that the
mechanism of enhancements could be attributed to a continuous B-BSF seed layer and a reduction of series resistance, as well as
an increase of open-circuit voltage and adhesion between the B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer.

1. Introduction
Screen-printed mono- and multicrystalline silicon solar
cells have been extensively developed for industrial solar
cells [1–4]. In general, screen-printed Al pastes were utilized on SPMSCs for the rear contact [5–7]. The literature
has reported that contact loss, which limits the conversion
eﬃciency of solar cells, is one of the loss mechanisms [8].
Therefore, improvements in the bulk properties of a metal
contact with low resistivity are highly desirable. Recently,
electroplating technology has attracted considerable attention due to its low resistivity and low-cost metallization
[9]. There are reports from the literature that performance
can be enhanced by electroplating techniques. A one-step
annealing front metal contact process by an adapted plating
stack of Ni–Cu–Ag was investigated to enhance the spectral
response of silicon-based solar cells [10]. Ni plating on a
lightly doped emitter through SiNx dielectric plus NiSi formation followed by Cu or Ag plating was used to balance
the contact resistance and improve blue response of SPMSCs
[11]. The implementation of a lightly doped emitter and

plated Ni–Ag front side contacts was demonstrated to
increase the conversion eﬃciency of silicon solar cells [12].
Improved photovoltaic characteristics for SPMSCs were
demonstrated by EPC as the rear metallization. The seed
layer for EPC was achieved by an Al back surface ﬁeld formed
by a screen-printed Al paste [13]. In this work, a B-BSF seed
layer for EPC will be demonstrated.
Moreover, laser doping was widely adopted to form a
selective emitter and rear contact for SPMSCs. For instance,
two diﬀerent approaches to form Cu-plated contacts based
on the laser ablation of a SiNx:H antireﬂection coating were
achieved [14]. Investigations of a selective emitter in a
single-step diﬀusion process for plated Ni-Cu metallization
of crystalline silicon solar cells were demonstrated [15].
The inﬂuence of the laser power on the solar cell electrical
parameters to ascertain the relationship and tradeoﬀ between
surface roughness and electrical performance was examined
[16, 17]. Thus, in this work, a B-BSF layer formed by
spin-on-dopant and LD technology was proposed as a seed
layer for the EPC. Improved conversion eﬃciency for
SPMSCs will be demonstrated by EPC as the rear contact.
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2. Experimental Methods

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 presents various conversion eﬃciencies of SPMSCs
with the B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the rear
contacts. The LD processes were treated at various positions
from the laser focus. The results suggested that an optimum
condition was achieved at −0.04 mm from the laser focus
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To explore the eﬀects of LD as a seed layer for EPC on the
photovoltaic and physical characteristics of SPMSCs, square
samples (156 × 156 mm2) of (100)-oriented p-type silicon
wafers with 0.5–3 Ω·cm and 200 ± 20 μm were prepared.
Alkali texturing was performed in a solution of 1.73% KOH
at 83°C for 10 min. The front emitters of the p-type silicon
substrates were formed by phosphorus diﬀusion at 850°C.
After single-side edge isolation and PSG etching, the sheet
resistances of the front emitters were approximately 100
± 5 Ω/sq. For passivation and antireﬂection coating, a standard SiNx ﬁlm with a thickness of 80 nm was deposited on
the n+ emitters by the decomposition of NH3 and SiH4 using
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition at a frequency
of 13.56 MHz. Directly, a Ag front paste was screen printed
on the front side of SPMSCs and dried in an infrared belt furnace at 230°C. Then, an industrial infrared belt furnace was
used to ﬁre Ag pastes into n-type emitters. The peak temperature and belt speed were set at 790°C and 508 cm/min,
respectively. Next, to protect the front contact of SPMSCs,
a polymer paste was spin cast onto the front surface of
SPMSCs at 3000 rpm and dried at 130°C for 30 min. After
the protection process, a boron paste (Futurrex Inc., USA,
Boron Dopant Coating BDC5-25001) was spun onto the rear
side of SPMSCs. LD processes were formed by a Nd:YAG
solid laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm on the rear side of
SPMSCs. The parameters of the laser positions from the
focus were tuned from −012 to 0.08 mm. The negative value
indicates that the laser-treated surface was below the laser
focus. The laser powers were addressed from 0.6 to 1.6 W.
The laser speeds were achieved from 240 to 560 mm/min.
The laser line pitches ranged from 10 to 50 μm. To enhance
the adhesion between the B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact
layer, a laser pinhole after the LD process was proposed.
The laser pinhole process was achieved at a laser power of
2.6 W and a laser contact spacing of 600 μm. After all LD
processes, alkali etching ranging from 0 to 60 s was performed in a solution of 1.73% KOH at 83°C. Finally, various
EPC times were addressed from 20 to 70 min. The current
density of the EPC was addressed at 25 mA/cm2. A SPMSC
with a screen-printed Al rear was fabricated as a reference.
The current density–voltage curves of SPMSCs were measured under standard test conditions (AM1.5G spectrum,
100 mW/cm2, and 25°C). The conversion eﬃciency was an
average of all the measurements over 25 devices, with an
error bar. Surface morphologies were examined by ﬁeld
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The peeling force test was utilized at a constant speed of 1 mm/s at a
constant angle of 90° between the cell and ribbon with a 20
± 5 μm layer of Sn62Pb36Ag2.
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Figure 1: Conversion eﬃciency vs. laser position curve of SPMSCs
with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts.

rather than at the laser focus. The −0.04 mm position indicates that the laser beam focused at 0.04 mm above the surface. It has been reported that the strongest spallation eﬀect
was obtained when the focus of the laser beam was located
into the bulk substrate [18]. The laser focus position strongly
aﬀects the grade of the laser-induced spallation. Moreover,
improved conversion eﬃciency can be demonstrated by a
careful tailoring of the beam proﬁle [19]. Thus, a B-BSF seed
layer formed at −0.04 mm from laser focus was prepared for
EPC as the rear contact of SPMSCs. The achievement of a
conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 2.9% absolute from 12.7% to 15.6% for SPMSCs with a tuning laser
position from the laser focus was explored.
To investigate the eﬀects of various laser powers on the
photovoltaic characteristics of SPMSCs, various conversion
eﬃciencies of SPMSCs with the B-BSF seed layer and EPC
contact layer as the rear contacts are shown in Figure 2.
The results show that the conversion eﬃciency increases as
the laser power is increased, until an optimum power is
reached. Above this optimum power, the conversion eﬃciency decreases as the scanning power is increased. It has
been reported that the conversion eﬃciency is reduced with
an increase in diode current [16]. Thus, a B-BSF layer with
a large amount of laser energy was demonstrated at a higher
laser power. An optimum condition was achieved at a laser
power of 1 W. The achievement of a conversion eﬃciency
improvement of more than 4.3% absolute from 11.5% to
15.8% for SPMSCs with a tuning laser power was explored.
To demonstrate the mechanism of various laser powers
on the surface properties after the LD process, FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with
various laser powers of (a) 0.8, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.2, and (d) 1.4 W
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Figure 2: Conversion eﬃciency vs. laser power curve of SPMSCs
with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts.

are shown in Figure 3. The B-BSF seed layer was discontinuous for the laser power at 0.8 W, as shown in Figure 3(a). It
has been reported that a greater dislocation appeared underneath the ablated region when the irradiation energy was
increased [20]. The laser energy increases with increasing
laser powers. Thus, the texturing pyramid disappeared at a
laser power of 1.4 W, as shown in Figure 3(d). A suitable
B-BSF seed layer was presented at a laser power of 1.0 W, as
shown in Figure 3(b). Thus, a continuous B-BSF seed layer
with low laser energy formed at a laser power of 1 W was prepared as a seed layer for the EPC contact layer.
To explore the eﬀects of various laser speeds on the photovoltaic characteristics of SPMSCs, various conversion
eﬃciencies of SPMSCs with the B-BSF seed layer and EPC
contact layer as the rear contacts are shown in Figure 4.
The results show a reduction in conversion eﬃciency at both
slow and fast laser speeds. An optimum condition was
achieved at a laser speed of 400 mm/min. The achievement
of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 2.5%
absolute from 13.5% to 16.0% for SPMSCs with a tuning laser
speed was explored.
To understand the mechanisms of various laser speeds on
the surface properties of SPMSCs, various FESEM surface
morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with
various laser speeds of (a) 320, (b) 400, (c) 480, and (d)
560 mm/min are shown in Figure 5. It has been reported that
the laser energy (J/cm2) is related with the melting time [21].
Moreover, decreasing the scanning speed increases the melting time [16]. Thus, under a slow laser speed, more laser
energy could be accumulated. A large amount of laser energy
was formed at a slow laser speed. Therefore, a deep B-BSF
seed layer could be formed at a slow laser speed, as shown

in Figure 5(a). On the other hand, a discontinuous B-BSF
seed layer was presented at a fast laser speed, as shown in
Figures 5(c) and 5(d). The results reveal that a continuous
B-BSF seed layer was addressed below 400 mm/min. Thus,
a suitable laser speed was presented at 400 mm/min, as
shown in Figure 5(b).
To examine the eﬀects of various laser line pitches on the
conversion eﬃciencies of SPMSCs with the B-BSF seed layer
and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts, the conversion
eﬃciency vs. laser line pitch curve is shown in Figure 6.
The results show that the conversion eﬃciency increases as
the laser line pitch is increased, until an optimum line pitch
is reached. Above this optimum line pitch, the conversion
eﬃciency decreases as the scanning line pitch is increased.
It has been reported that diagonal cracks were observed in a
laser doped with increasing doping overlaps [22]. An optimum condition was achieved at a laser line pitch of 30 μm.
The achievement of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of
more than 1.6% absolute from 14.6% to 16.2% for SPMSCs
with a tuning laser line pitch was explored.
Figure 7 shows various FESEM surface morphology
images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various laser line
pitches of (a) 10 and (b) 40 μm. The width of the laser beam
was measured to be approximately 12.6 μm, as shown in
Figure 7(b). The results reveal that a continuous B-BSF seed
layer was presented at a laser line pitch of 10 μm. Although
a continuous B-BSF seed layer was addressed at a laser line
pitch of 10 μm, the laser energy could be increased because
the laser beams overlap each other [22]. Thus, the electroplating time for EPC can be reduced by a continuous B-BSF
seed layer. On the contrary, a broken EPC contact layer
could be formed at large laser line pitch. This could be due
to a large spacing between the B-BSF seed layer regions.
Therefore, the thicknesses of the EPC decrease with increasing laser line pitches (the thickness of the EPC will be demonstrated in the following discussion). Thus, a broken EPC
contact layer could occur at a large laser line pitch under
the same EPC time. A suitable laser line pitch was presented
at 30 μm in this work.
Figure 8 shows the conversion eﬃciency vs. KOH etching
time curve of SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts. After the LD process, alkali
etching ranging from 0 to 60 s was performed. The results
show a decrease in conversion eﬃciency at both short and
long KOH etching times. The conversion eﬃciency increases
as the KOH etching time is increased, until an optimum time
is reached. An optimum condition was achieved at a KOH
etching time of 30 s. The achievement of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 2.3% absolute from
14.1% to 16.4% for SPMSCs with a tuning KOH etching time
was explored.
To understand the mechanism of enhancements, various
FESEM surface morphology images of the backside surfaces
of SPMSCs with various KOH etching times of (a) 30 and
(b) 40 s are shown in Figure 9. It has been reported that
laser damage can be removed by a KOH solution [20, 23].
A continuous B-BSF seed layer with large laser damage will
be formed without KOH treatment. The results reveal that
a continuous B-BSF seed layer with a few residues was
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Figure 3: FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various laser powers of (a) 0.8, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.2, and
(d) 1.4 W.
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Figure 4: Conversion eﬃciency vs. laser speed curve of
SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the
rear contacts.

presented at a KOH etching time of 30 s, as shown in
Figure 9(a). However, an increase of the laser groove in
the B-BSF seed layer region was addressed at a KOH treatment of 40 s, as shown in Figure 9(b). A broken B-BSF
seed layer could be formed at a long KOH etching time.
Thus, a suitable KOH etching time should help in the formation of a continuous B-BSF seed layer with low laser
damage. A suitable KOH etching time was presented below
30 s in this work.
To investigate the eﬀects of various EPC times on the
conversion eﬃciencies of SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer
and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts, the conversion
eﬃciency vs. EPC time curve is shown in Figure 10(a). The
results show that the conversion eﬃciency degradations were
presented at both short and long EPC times. The thickness of
EPC formed at 40 min was measured to be approximately
50 μm, as shown in Figure 10(b). The achievement of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 1.7% absolute
from 15.4% to 17.1% for SPMSCs with a tuning EPC time
was explored.
Figure 11 shows various FESEM surface morphology
images of the backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various
EPC times of (a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, and (d) 50 min. It can be
seen that a broken EPC contact layer was presented below
30 min, as shown in Figure 11(a). The spacing of the EPC
contact layer decreases with increasing EPC time. A continuous EPC contact layer was addressed at an EPC time of
40 min, as shown in Figure 11(c). Furthermore, a thicker
EPC contact layer was formed up to 50 min, as shown in
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Figure 5: FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various laser speeds of (a) 320, (b) 400, (c) 480, and
(d) 560 mm/min.
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Figure 6: Conversion eﬃciency vs. laser line pitch curve of
SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the
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Figure 11(d). A thicker EPC contact layer was demonstrated
at a high EPC time resulting in a large series resistance [13].
Moreover, an excellent resistivity caused by the Cu crystal
orientation of (111) was demonstrated for the EPC formed
at a current density of 25 mA/cm2 [13]. The reason can be
attributed to the (111)-oriented copper ﬁlm with no slip line
[24]. Thus, a suitable EPC time was demonstrated at 40 min
in this work.
To increase the adhesion between the B-BSF seed layer
and EPC contact layer, a laser pinhole process after the LD
process was proposed. Afterwards, a KOH etching time of
30 s was addressed. The width and depth of a laser pinhole
were measured to be approximately 14.85 and 9.9 μm,
respectively, as shown in Figure 12(a). The current density
vs. gate voltage curves of SPMSCs with and without laser pinhole processes are shown in Figure 12(b). In general, a
screen-printed Al rear was used as rear contacts for SPMSCs
[7]. Thus, the current density vs. gate voltage curve of a
SPMSC with a screen-printed Al rear was used as a reference.
The results suggest that a laser pinhole process helps in the
improvement of conversion eﬃciency. Compared with the
SPMSCs without a laser pinhole process, the achievement
of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 0.6%
absolute from 17.1% to 17.7% for SPMSCs with a laser pinhole process was explored. Furthermore, compared with the
SPMSCs with a screen-printed Al rear, the achievement of a
conversion eﬃciency improvement of more than 1.5%
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Figure 7: FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various laser line pitches of (a) 10 and (b) 40 μm.
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Figure 8: Conversion eﬃciency vs. KOH etching time curve of
SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer as the
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absolute from 16.2% to 17.7% for SPMSCs with a laser pinhole process was demonstrated. One method to evaluate
the series resistance from a solar cell is to ﬁnd the slope
of the J-V curve at the open-circuit voltage point [13].
The series resistances of 0.4 and 0.6 Ω·cm2 for SPMSCs with
EPC and screen-printed Al as the rear contacts, respectively,
were demonstrated. Thus, EPC techniques possess a potential to enhance the series resistance of SPMSCs. Moreover,
the open-circuit voltages of 633 and 614 mV for SPMSCs
with EPC and screen-printed Al as the rear contacts, respectively, were achieved, as shown in Figure 12(b). The rear
surface recombination velocities ranging from 200 to
450 cm/s were provided by an Al back surface ﬁeld [25, 26].
Therefore, a B-BSF is better than an Al back surface ﬁeld
for surface passivation.

(b)

Figure 9: FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces
of SPMSCs with various KOH etching times of (a) 30 and (b) 40 s.

To estimate the adhesion between the B-BSF seed layer
and EPC contact layer, various peeling force proﬁles of
SPMSCs with and without a laser pinhole are shown in
Figure 13. In general, a screen-printed Ag rear was used as
an interconnection for the silicon module [27, 28]. Thus, a
peeling force proﬁle of a SPMSC with a screen-printed Ag
rear was used as a reference. The peeling force proﬁle of a
SPMSC with laser pinhole posttreatment was better than
that without laser pinhole posttreatment. An adhesion of
up to 2 N/mm was demonstrated by SPMSCs with laser
pinhole posttreatment. Compared with the SPMSCs without
laser pinhole posttreatment, an enhanced adhesion of
1.36 N/mm was achieved for the SPMSCs with laser pinhole
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Figure 11: FESEM surface morphology images of backside surfaces of SPMSCs with various EPC times of (a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, and
(d) 50 min.
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Figure 12: (a) FESEM cross-sectional image of the backside of SPMSCs with a laser pinhole process. (b) Current density vs. gate voltage curve
of SPMSCs with and without laser pinhole processes is shown.

pinhole posttreatment was proposed after the LD process.
An adhesion of up to 2 N/mm for the SPMSCs with laser
pinhole posttreatment was similar to that of SPMSCs with
a screen-printed Ag rear.
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Figure 13: Peeling force proﬁles of SPMSCs with a B-BSF seed layer
and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts. A peeling force proﬁle of
a SPMSC with a screen-printed Ag rear was used as a reference.

posttreatment. It has been reported that a peeling force of
1–5 N/mm for a laser spot soldering technique was demonstrated [29]. Thus, to promote the adhesion between
the B-BSF seed layer and EPC contact layer, a laser

A suitable LD process was presented for the improvement of
the conversion eﬃciencies of SPMSCs with the B-BSF seed
layer and EPC contact layer as the rear contacts. A continuous B-BSF seed layer was demonstrated at −0.04 mm from
the laser focus, with a laser power of 1 W, laser speed of
400 mm/min, laser line pitch of 30 μm, and KOH etching
time of 30 s after the LD process. Excellent adhesion of up
to 2.0 N/mm was demonstrated by a laser pinhole process.
Compared with the SPMSCs with a screen-printed Al rear,
the achievement of a conversion eﬃciency improvement of
more than 1.5% absolute from 16.2% to 17.7% for SPMSCs
with EPC as the rear contact was explored.
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